Transformation of pharmaceutical compounds upon milling and comilling: the role of T(g).
Milling is a usual process used in the course of drug formulation, which however may change the physical nature of the end product. The diversity of the transformations of organic compounds upon milling has been widely demonstrated in the pharmaceutical literature. However, no effort has still been devoted to study the correlation between the nature of the transformation and the milling conditions. Results clarifying such transformations are shortly reviewed with special attention paid to the temperature of milling. The importance of the position of the glass transition temperature compared with that of milling is demonstrated. It is shown that decreasing the milling temperature leads to an increase of the amorphization tendency whereas milling above T(g) can produce a crystal-to-crystal transformation between polymorphic varieties. These observations contradict the usual suggestion that milling transforms the physical state only by a heating effect which induces a local melting. Equilibrium thermodynamics does not seem appropriate for describing the process. The driven alloys concept offers a more rational framework to interpret the effect of the milling temperature. Other results are also presented, which demonstrate the possibility for milling to form low temperature solid-state alloys that offer new promising ways to stabilize amorphous molecular solids.